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The History of Jeppsons Malört: From Prohibition to Chicago Staple
Methodology

Abstract
This research project explores the curious ascension of Jeppson Malört, a brand
of bäsk brännvin - Swedish style wormwood liquor - produced by the Carl
Jeppson Company of Chicago, Illinois. This research considers Jeppsons From
its earliest production and marketing, by Carl Jeppson, a Swedish immigrant to
the United States during Prohibition as a legal medicinal beverage during
prohibition, and later to its present-day cult-beverage status in Chicago. It is,
however, Malörts relative regional-centric acclaim that raises the essential
question of this research. First, how is it that Malört became a cultural staple - a
Chicagoans right-of-passage beverage, so to speak - yet remain relatively
unheard of outside of Illinois? Second, considering its bizarre taste profile that
seemingly lasts on the palate for an eternity after initial consumption, how did
it survive the competitive landscape of more marketable alcoholic beverages?
Through consulting a diverse collection of sources, with an emphasis on visual
marketing campaigns from the mid-1950s to the present, this research will
present that the curious and endured success of Malörts was the bi-product of
the inclusiveness and interconnectedness of immigrant populations in Chicago,
and a unique marketing campaign, which embraced its one-of-a-kind character.
Ultimately, the visual and rhetorical description of the topic will present that
the significance of this research rests in its eager approach to the unasked
question regarding Malörts historical trajectory.

The Historical Trajectory of Jeppsons Malört:
1934 – 1999
In the 1930s, Carl Jeppson was into the business of producing legal “medicinal
alcohol,” and sold his homemade Malört from bar-to-bar. Malört, as it is known
today, was officially produced, bottled, and sold in 1934, when George Brode and
the Bielzoff Products Co., later named Red Horse Liquors, purchased the recipe
from Jeppson. Carl Jeppson died in 1949, and in 1953, Brode sold Red Horse
Liquors and all of his other brand names except one – Jeppsons Malört.
By 1953, Brode had established the Carl Jeppson
Company and began to use clever marketing
campaigns (left), which embraced its one-of-a-kind
taste profile. The Carl Jeppson Company would use
advertisements throughout the 1950s, 1960s, and
1970s that infused Brodes marketing techniques
with descriptions of Carl Jeppsons historically
touted medicinal qualities. Brodes advertising
formula remained intact until his death in 1999 at
which point the company was left to Patricia
Gabelick who was hired as a legal secretary in
1966. In 1986, Malört production was briefly
moved to the Glenmore Distillery in Owensboro,
Kentucky when the Mar-Salle Distillery in Chicago,
which had produced Malört since 1953, closed.
However, the Carl Jeppson Company has since
distilled Chicagos native liqueur in Lake Alfred,
Florida, where Malört is still produced today.

Fundamental to this research was the analysis of obscure
and dated advertisements that demonstrated the efforts of
the Carl Jeppson Co. to market a peculiar alcoholic
beverage to regional consumers. This research also
considered the element of web-based reviews and
articles from 2012 to the present, which provide insight
into Malörts historically Chicago-centric popularity, as
well as, its increasing brand recognizability outside of
the city

Jeppsons Malört in the Social Media
Age: 2012 to the Present
According to the Wall Street Journal, sales “climbed in 2011 to
23,500 bottles, with an annual revenue of more than $170,000.”
Malört has achieved regionally – and Chicago distillers have
caught on – and since, Jeppsons Malört is no longer the only
bäsk brännvin in Chicago, the company has taken to the courts
to maintain its regional status. In 2013, the company to applied
for trademarking of the word “Malort” with the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office when appeals local craft distillers such as
FEW Spirits and Letherbee Distillers began producing and
distributing traditional bäsk brännvin as their take on Jeppsons
Malört. Sam Melching, the companies current Director of
Marketing has found renewed success through visual
advertisements that adapt the historic Brode formula in
accordance with transformative social media technologies.
Moreover, since 2012 Malört advertisements that were
distributed to local bars, as well as through social media
campaigns, began incorporating slogans that directly targeted the
prominent role of social media technologies in the everyday
lives of consumers. The sustained popularity of Jeppsons Malört
rest upon the companies embracing and modernization of its
traditional advertising campaigns to keep up-to-pace with the
advent of transformative social media technologies, while not
losing touch with its one-of-a-kind character. For Chicago,
Malört will continue to embody positive shared experiences
while promoting inclusiveness and interconnectedness.
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